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Suicide is currently the 10th leading cause of death among Americans overall and is the second leading cause of death among American adults between the ages of 18 and 34 (Kochanek, Murphy, Xu, & Tejada-Vera, 2016). In addition to the number of people who die by suicide, each suicide death costs $1,287,534 in lost revenue, mental health costs, and medical expenses (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2017). Suicide also takes a toll on people who knew or were close with the person who died. For every one suicide, there are approximately 115 suicide survivors. Put another way, sixty percent of the population report they know at least one person who has attempted or died by suicide (Cerel, Maple, Aldrich, & van de Venne, 2013).

Despite the interpersonal and monetary costs of suicide, our current understanding of the true prevalence of suicide is lacking. The CDC tracks suicides using the National Violent Death Reporting System (NVDRS). However, only 42 states participate in that system. The remaining eight states, including two of the most populous U.S. states (Texas and Florida) and the two states estimated to have the highest percentage of suicides by population (Wyoming and Montana) continue to rely on coroner’s reports, medical examiner’s reports, and law enforcement as their sole source of non-cross checked suicide death data (Paulozzi, Mercy, Frazier, & Annest, 2004; Steenkamp et al., 2006). Since Wyoming, Montana, Texas, and Florida do not utilize NVDRS to differentiate their classification of violent deaths (i.e., homicide, suicide, etc.) when reporting data to the CDC, the current statistics may underestimate the true rate of suicide (Claassen et al., 2010; Crepeau-Hobson, 2010).
U.S. Veterans are particularly vulnerable to suicide. Title 38 of the Code of Federal Regulations defines a Veteran as “a person who served in the act of military, naval, or air service and was discharged or released under conditions other than dishonorable” (38 C.F.R. 3.1 (d)). There are 21.6 million living U.S. Veterans. As of 2014, they were more likely to die by suicide when compared to their age and gender-matched civilian peers (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, Office of Suicide Prevention, 2016). Despite having a mandate to address Veteran suicide since 2007, a 2016 U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) report shows that, although rates of suicide among male Veterans aged 40-49 have remained stable, rates of suicide among Veterans ages 18-39, 50-69, and over 80 have “increased substantially” (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, Office of Suicide Prevention, 2016). Furthermore, within the span of the last two years, non-fatal suicide attempts (where the attempter lived seven days or more) have increased by 50% in this population (Suicide risk factors and risk assessment tools: A systematic review.; U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, Office of Suicide Prevention, 2016).

Compounding this risk is the rate at which Veterans seek VA healthcare. Only 8.5 million of the nearly 22 million US Veterans use Veterans Health Administration (VHA) services (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, Office of Suicide Prevention, 2016). Veterans who do not avail themselves of or who are not eligible for VA healthcare are missing out on specialized programs recently developed to reduce suicide rates.

The assessment of suicide risk poses many challenges. The VA health system does not endorse the use of any single suicide risk assessment tool, making the
assessment of Veteran suicide risk more difficult (The Assessment and Management of Risk for Suicide Working Group, 2013). Among the most commonly used instruments, the sensitivity to suicide risk among Veterans is as low as 17% (Denneson et al., 2010; Doran et al., 2016; Randall, Colman, & Rowe, 2011; Tucker, Crowley, Davidson, & Gutierrez, 2015). There are also significant cultural deterrents to disclosing suicidality or to using mental health services. This includes some Veteran’s concerns that seeking mental health services will negatively impact their work and personal relationships, that fellow Veterans will see them as weak and unreliable, or that they will be permanently labeled as mentally ill (Held & Owens, 2013). There are also Veteran-specific values of sacrifice and the protection of others that deter Veterans from seeking help for themselves and add to the stigma of seeking help or talking about suicide (Bryan, 2016; Denneson et al., 2010; E. G. Smith et al., 2013). These concerns are rooted in military policies that allow an active duty service member to be classified as “do not arm (DNA)” (i.e., unfit for duty, sent for formal disability and retirement evaluation) if they report sadness, hostility, or a history of suicide attempt or non-suicidal self-injury (Ainspan, Bryan, & Penk, 2016). For all of these reasons, Veterans often deny suicidality when asked (Denneson et al., 2010; E. G. Smith et al., 2013). Given the unique Veteran culture and the relatively higher risk for completed suicide among Veterans, there is a clear need for better suicide risk assessment for the Veteran population (Jacobson, Osteen, Jones, & Berman, 2012; U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, Office of Suicide Prevention, 2016).
There are several conventional methods to assess risk for self-harm in professional settings. SAD PERSONS (Patterson, Dohn, Bird, & Patterson, 1983) is a suicide risk assessment mnemonic. SAD PERSONS evaluates the risk for suicide based on ten risk factors including male sex, age (19 to 45), depression, previous attempt, excess alcohol or substance use, rational thinking loss, social supports lacking, organized plan, no spouse, and sickness. Despite widespread use in medical, nursing, first responder, and mental health settings, there are important limitations to conducting assessments using this guide. In one study, among those who screened as ‘high risk’ by the SAD PERSONS mnemonic, only 24% of them actually qualified for psychiatric services due to a suicide attempt (Bolton, Spiwak, & Sareen, 2012; Saunders, Brand, Lascelles, & Hawton, 2014). Additionally, in that study, half of the individuals who presented for psychiatric admission after a suicide attempt were erroneously classified as ‘low risk’ by SAD PERSONS (Bolton et al., 2012). Another study found that the sensitivity of SAD PERSONS was only 20% (Saunders, Brand, Lascelles, & Hawton, 2014). Finally, the SAD PERSONS mnemonic generates an unacceptable rate of both false positives (87%) and false negatives (14%) when used with a Veteran population (Herman, 2006).

IS PATH WARM is another mnemonic tool, this one developed by the American Association of Suicidology (Juhnke, G.A., Granello, P.F., & Lebron-Striker, M., 2007). It is intended to help professionals correctly identify people at risk for suicide. IS PATH WARM determines the presence or absence of risk for suicide based on the following factors: suicide ideation, substance abuse, purposelessness, anger, trapped, hopelessness, withdrawing, anxiety, recklessness, and mood
change. There are also limitations with this tool. The inter-rater reliability of IS PATH WARM has been recorded to be as low as .42 when distinguishing between attempted suicide and malingering (Lester, McSwain, & Gunn, 2011). That value has been classified as ‘weak’ for tools used in healthcare settings (McHugh, 2012). Additionally, there is a fairly low correlation ($r = .58$) between scores on IS PATH WARM and objective risk level (i.e., suicidal ideation vs. attempt vs. completed suicide; Lester, McSwain, & Gunn, 2011).

There are also single item assessments, or clinical techniques, which include asking clients a single question related to suicide including, “Have you attempted suicide in the past?” “Are you thinking about suicide?” or “Are you feeling depressed?” (Hom, Joiner, & Bernert, 2016). Single item interview question techniques are most commonly used but are fraught with limitations. The questions and responses misclassify suicide risk when compared to a multi-item survey with follow-up questions or clinical interview (Plöderl, Kralovec, Yazdi, & Fartacek, 2011). In addition, they often do not distinguish between past attempters, passive and active suicide ideators, those who engage in non-suicidal self-injury, and those who are at imminent risk of a lethal suicide attempt (Hom et al., 2016; Tucker et al., 2015). Furthermore, one study found that up to 78% of individuals who eventually die by suicide may be more likely to deny current suicidality when asked directly (Busch, Fawcett, & Jacobs, 2003).

Asking about previous suicide attempts may be more useful. A history of suicide attempt has been found to relate to increasingly lethal future suicide attempts in both Veteran and non-Veteran populations (Joiner, Van Orden, Witte, &
Rudd, 2009; Bostwick, Pabbati, Geske, & McKean, 2016). In fact, a previous suicide attempt is a better predictor of risk than hopelessness and psychopathology (Cavanagh, Owens, & Johnstone, 1999; Joiner et al., 2005; Joiner, Van Orden, Witte, & Rudd, 2009). Several studies have found that a history of a suicide attempt increases the intensity of subsequent suicidal crises (Joiner & Rudd, 2000; Joiner, Rudd, Rouleau, & Wagner, 2000). That is to say that a previous suicide attempt increases the severity of future suicidality because it equips the attempter with the capability for self-harm by eroding the psychological barriers to lethal self-harm. The capability to engage in lethal self-harm is comprised of fearlessness about death and elevated psychological pain tolerance (Ribeiro et al., 2014).

A significant limitation of single item assessments and some mnemonic devices is their failure to assess both cognitive and affective factors. Promising data suggests that cognitive and affective risk factors are equally strong predictors of suicide risk (Yamokoski, Scheel, & Rogers, 2011). Both affect and cognition are widely cited in the literature as distinct constructs in the assessment of suicidality. Affect is defined as an emotional sensation that presupposes or sometimes is never assigned a cognitive appraisal (Zajonc, 1984). Cognition is defined as an intellectual appraisal with the potential to create an emotional response (Ekman & Davidson, 1994). In a 20-year prospective study, Brown, Beck, Steer, & Grisham (2000) found that both cognitive (e.g., suicide ideation) and affective factors (e.g., depression and bipolar mood disorders) uniquely predicted fatal suicide attempts. Another study found that negative mood, coupled with pessimistic cognitions, was the most robust predictor of hospitalization for a suicide attempt within a six-month period (Mrnak-
Meyer et al., 2011). Yamokoski et al. (2011) found that heightened affective states, combined with negative cognitions, were more strongly correlated with suicidal ideation and behaviors than negative cognitions or affect alone. Despite the advantage conferred by assessing affect and cognition together, only 25% of instruments assess both (Harris et al., 2015; Range & Knott, 1997).

Additionally, the predictive power of suicide risk assessment measures may be even greater when cognitive and affective risks are considered together with protective factors (Gutierrez & Osman, 2008; Sommers-Flanagan & Shaw, 2016). A ‘protective factor’ is a supportive resource or cognitive belief that safeguards or buffers against suicidal behaviors or risk factors for suicide and can include: family connectedness, caring for and feeling protective of one’s physical body, and self-esteem (Gutierrez & Osman, 2008). In a landmark study, Linehan and colleagues identified several reasons for living (i.e., protective factors) that differentiated suicidal from nonsuicidal respondents in both clinical and non-clinical samples (Linehan, Goodstein, Nielsen, & Chiles, 1983). These results suggest that protective factors always be included in suicide risk assessment.

The present study seeks to confirm a body of mostly civilian literature that suggests that affective and cognitive risk factors, together with protective factors, are predictive of the capability to engage in lethal self-harm. The present study applied this model to a Veteran population. It was hypothesized that positive self-perception, as measured by the Multidimensional Suicide Inventory–28 (MSI–28/MSRI–28; Osman, Gutierrez, Freedenthal, Wong, & Bagge, 2010), would be negatively correlated with the ability to engage in lethal self-harm as measured by
the Acquired Capability for Suicide Scale (Van Orden, Witte, Gordon, Bender, & Joiner, 2008). Positive self-perception is defined by the MSI-28 as a cognitive factor, while negative affect is defined as an affective construct.

It was also hypothesized that negative affect, as measured by the MSI-28, would positively correlate with the ability to engage in lethal self-harm as measured by the ACSS. Further, because a history of suicide attempt has been shown to increase acquired capability for suicide (Van Orden et al., 2008), the presence or absence of past suicide attempts in the current sample was expected to moderate the relationship between both negative affect and the acquired capability for suicide as well as the relationship between positive self-perception and the acquired capability for suicide (Baron & Kenny, 1986; Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003; Hayes, 2013; Kenny, 2015). In this way, it was expected that the presence of one or more previous suicide attempts would be related to increased negative affect, which is related to an increased acquired capability for suicide. Similarly, the absence of a previous suicide attempt was expected to increase the protective effect of positive self-perception upon acquired capability for suicide. Results from this study will improve our understanding of the factors contributing to suicide risk in the Veteran population.

Method

Participants

The present study is a secondary data analysis of de-identified data collected from Veteran participants (N= 484) at a large VA medical center (VAMC) in the course of another study designed to examine the psychometric properties of
measures that quantify suicide risk as defined by Joiner’s interpersonal-psychological theory of suicide (IPTS; 2005). The sample consisted of 484 individuals, of which 11.8% were females and 87.8% were males (one respondent failed to indicate male or female). Their ages ranged from 22 to 86 years with a mean age of 49 years. More than fifty-five percent (55.8) of the sample identified as Caucasian, 30% identified as Black/African American, 2.5% as multiple races, 2.1% as Native American, 0.6% as Asian, and 0.6% identified as American Indian. Thirty-one percent (30.6%) of the sample reported previously attempting suicide.

**Measures**

The Acquired Capability for Suicide Scale (ACSS; Van Orden, et al., 2008) was used as the measure of acquired capability for suicide. The ACSS reflects the capacity for a lethal suicide attempt. Different from risk, the ability to engage in a lethal suicide attempt reflects the translation of risk factors into the action of killing oneself. Acquired capability is part of Joiner’s Interpersonal Psychological Theory of Suicide (IPTS), which hypothesizes that acquired capability is a necessary component of suicidal behavior (Joiner et al., 2009) in order for death to be possible. Research with the ACSS has shown satisfactory estimates of internal consistency in both non-Veteran (Cronbach’s α ranging from .68 to 0.83; Bender, Gordon, Bresin, & Joiner, 2011; P. N. Smith, Cukrowicz, Poindexter, Hobson, & Cohen, 2010; Van Orden et al., 2008) and Veteran samples (internal consistency coefficient-ω = .738; Gutierrez et al., 2016).

The Multidimensional Suicide Inventory-28 (MSI-28; Osman, et al. 2010) assesses negative affect and positive self-perception. The MSI-28 was developed to
assess suicide risk in both Veteran and civilian populations and is an empirically validated measure of risk and protective factors as well as cognitive and affective constructs (Bezdjian, Burchett, Schneider, Baker, & Garb, 2015). There are four factors comprising the MSI-28: Family Connectedness, Suicidal Ideation, Negative Affect, and Positive Self-Perception. For the purposes of this study, only two of the subscales were examined. Those two subscales are negative affect and positive self-perception. Negative affect is defined as distress involving mixed emotions, rapid changes in mood, and irritability. Positive self-perception is defined as the recognition of personal resources and awareness of one’s own opinions, ideas, and sense of direction. Research with the MSI-28 has shown satisfactory estimates of internal consistency and reliability (coefficients ranging from .87 to .94 and .90 to .94 respectively) in a non-Veteran student sample (Emmerich, 2012) and an active duty military sample (Bezdjian et al., 2015).

**Statistical Analyses**

For the purposes of this study, two separate linear regressions were utilized to examine both the relationship between negative affect and the acquired capability for suicide and the relationship between positive self-perception and the acquired capability for suicide. The results report the slope with 95% confidence interval, r-squared, and p-value. A Post hoc power analysis (1 – β) using G*Power software suggested adequate power (1 – β = .74) with a conservative effect size (f = .10) and robust power (1 – β = 1.0) with both a medium and large effect size (f = .25 and f = .40).
Linear regression analyses were conducted using SPSS 24.0 to assess hypotheses one and two, whereas moderation analyses were conducted using PROCESS 2.16 in SPSS 24.0 to test hypotheses three and four. PROCESS evaluates two- and three-way interactions in moderation models together with regions of significance and simple slopes for probing interactions.

**Results**

All variables were converted from discrete to continuous and checked for multicollinearity prior to analysis. Factor analysis confirmed that the following constructs were unitary: positive self-perception and negative affect. To prepare the moderator analyses, positive self-perception, negative affect, and total score on the ACSS were centered. Interactions were run between the ACSS and positive self-perception and negative affect, respectively, and all linear regression assumptions were met.

Results from linear regression analyses to test the hypothesis that positive self-perception decreased the ability to engage in lethal self-harm (hypothesis 1) indicated that there was no statistically significant relationship between positive self-perception and ability to engage in lethal self-harm, \( r = .031, F(1, 460) = .439, p = .508 \). There was also no statistically significant relationship between negative affect and the ability to engage in lethal self-harm (hypothesis 2), \( r = -.057, F(1, 458) = 1.456, p = .227 \). The means, standard deviations, and bivariate correlations between the research variables of hypotheses 1 and 2 are presented in Table 1.
Table 1

Pearson Correlation Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>PSP</th>
<th>Past Attempt</th>
<th>NA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSP</td>
<td>25.45(6.54)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past Attempt</td>
<td>2.09(6.36)</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>17.76(7.45)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.057</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PSP, positive self-perception; NA, negative affect

*p<.05

Hypotheses 3 and 4 examined the moderating effects of past suicide attempt on the relationships between positive self-perception and the ability to engage in lethal self-harm and negative affect and the ability to engage in lethal self-harm, respectively. There was no significant main effect for positive self-perception (p=.500) or lethal self-harm (p=.143) and no significant interaction between the two variables (p=.943). Suicide attempts did not moderate the relationship between positive self-perception and the acquired capability to engage in lethal harm. There was no significant main effect for negative affect (p=.297) or the acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm (p=.201) and there was no significant interaction between the two variables (p=.520). Suicide attempts did not moderate the relationship between negative affect and acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm (see Figures 1 and 2).
Figure 1. Interaction graph for prior suicide attempt as moderator of positive self-perception and acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm.

Figure 1 displays how the observed results deviated from the expected results suggesting that a prior suicide attempt does not moderate the relationship between positive self-perception and acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm.

Figure 2. Interaction graph for prior suicide attempt as moderator of negative affect and acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm.

Figure 2 displays how the observed results deviated from the expected results suggesting that a prior suicide attempt does not moderate the relationship between negative affect and acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm.
Discussion

The results failed to identify a significant relationship between positive self-perception or negative affect and the ability to engage in lethal self-harm. Furthermore, because there was no relationship, suicide attempts did not moderate the relationship between positive self-perception and the ability to engage in lethal self-harm or between negative affect and the ability to engage in lethal self-harm. These results do not suggest that cognitive and affective risk and protective factors are unrelated to the ability to engage in lethal self-harm but instead, that the variables selected for the current analyses did not perform as expected. Further, the results underscore the challenge of substantiating the relationships between a cognitive protective factor, affective risk factor, and acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm. This study did not measure or control for other factors that can affect acquired capability such as the lethality of an attempt, the number, frequency and recency of attempts, whether a non-lethal attempt was interrupted by accidental discovery of the attempter, or if the attempter themselves aborted an attempt.

The purpose of this study was to explore the relationships between the acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm and one cognitive protective factor and one affective risk factor. The specific factors of positive self-perception and negative affect were chosen because they reflect emerging literature that demonstrates the importance of assessing both cognitive protective and affective risk factors. These factors are also theoretically consistent with the outcome measure utilized in this study, the ACSS (Van Orden et al., 2008), which measures
the acquired capability to engage in a lethal suicide attempt. The acquired capability to engage in a lethal suicide attempt is one of the primary risk factors outlined by the Interpersonal Psychological Theory of Suicide (IPTS; Joiner et al., 2009). The IPTS provides a theoretical basis for the exploration of cognitive and affective risk and protective factors and their relationship to belongingness, feeling oneself to be a burden upon others, and the acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm.

Factors that reduce perceived burdensomeness, thwarted belonging, or acquired capability for suicide include supportive resources or cognitive beliefs that safeguard or buffer against suicidal behaviors or risk for suicide (Gutierrez & Osman, 2008). Positive self-perception, one such protective factor, is defined as the recognition of personal resources and the awareness of one's own opinions, ideas, and sense of direction (Emmerich, 2012). Primarily, a recognition of one's own personal resources and sense of direction and, secondarily, an awareness of one's own opinions and ideas is a form of personal effectiveness. Personal effectiveness has been found to decrease burdensomeness as conceptualized by the IPTS (Joiner et al., 2001; Kaslow et al., 2002). Because positive self-perception, as defined by the authors of the MSI-28, is a perception of personal effectiveness, it should act as a buffer against perceived burdensomeness. However, in the present study, positive self-perception did not create a significant buffering effect and did not reduce acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm.

The risk factor selected for this study, negative affect, reflects an “increase in likelihood that an individual will experience thwarted belongingness and perceived burdensomeness...” (Joiner et al., 2009, p. 23). As with positive self-perception,
negative affect is also theoretically consistent with the IPTS. Despite this theoretical consistency, there was no significant relationship between negative affect and acquired capability for suicide.

Also, since past suicide attempts have been widely cited as a strong predictor of future attempts (Joiner & Rudd, 2000; Joiner et al., 2000; Ribeiro et al., 2014), this study examined whether past suicide attempts moderate the relationship between positive self-perception and negative affect and the ability to engage in lethal self-harm. Past attempts have been considered a pathway to the development of acquired capability, the third factor of the IPTS (Joiner et al., 2009) but in the present study, suicide attempts did not moderate the relationship between positive self-perception or negative affect and the acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm.

A more complete assessment of the moderating effects of prior attempt on acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm should include an assessment of the meaning made of the attempt by the attempter (Lewinsohn, Rohde, & Seeley, 1996; Rudd, Joiner, & Rajad, 1996). The meaning of an attempt can be thought of as the emotional and cognitive reactions of an attempt survivor and is assumed to inform whether or not an attempt is viewed as a painful and provocative experience (Bryan, Hernandez, Allison, & Clemans, 2013). Painful and provocative experiences can facilitate the acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm because they break down aversions to previously noxious or provocative stimuli (e.g., fear of death and pain of inflicting self-injury). This is the mechanism by which painful and provocative experiences have been found to lead to acquired capability to engage in
lethal self-harm (Bender et al., 2011; Bryan et al., 2013). These relationships are illustrated in Figure 3.
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**Figure 3.** Diagram of relationships between meaning made of an attempt by attempter, painful & provocative experiences, habituation to pain & fearlessness about death, and acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm.

The meaning made of a prior attempt can either increase or attenuate the painful and provocative valence of a prior suicide attempt, which in turn can effect habituation and fearlessness towards suicide. Measuring the meaning of the attempt to the individual is likely a more robust reflection of acquired capability than whether an attempt occurred at all (Joiner et al., 2009). Further, instruments to better measure habituation to pain and fearlessness of death are under development. For example, the ACSS-Fearlessness About Death Scale (ACSS-FAD; Ribeiro et al., 2014) was recently developed and includes seven items that better measure fearlessness about death than the original ACSS. Future analyses of moderation should include all of these variables and not simply the presence or
absence of a prior suicide attempt (Gutierrez, Osman, Barrios, & Kopper, 2001; Joiner, Rudd, & Rajab, 1997).

**Limitations of the Present Study**

The present study used an existing dataset that included a single cognitive protective factor and affective risk factor: positive self-perception and negative affect, respectively. This limited exploration of the relationship between cognitive protective and affect risk factors and acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm. Had the available data set included multiple cognitive and affective risk and protective factors, a more thorough investigation would have been possible.

Additionally, information about the types and circumstances of prior suicide attempts was not available and prior suicide attempts were recorded only as present or absent. Specific information about the circumstances of the attempt and the meaning made of the attempt by the individual may provide a more meaningful assessment of acquired capability for a lethal suicide attempt (Joiner et al., 2009).

**Future Directions**

The VA’s most recent data suggest that the suicide rate has remained stable or increased among all age groups (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, Office of Suicide Prevention, 2016). Results from this study were expected to confirm that one cognitive protective and one affective risk variable are related to the capability to engage in lethal self-harm among the Veteran population. While positive self-perception and negative affect were not found to be significantly related to ability to engage in lethal self-harm, other variables that are consistent with the IPTS may be. The larger body of research supports the continued assessment of cognitive
protective together with affective risk factors in the estimation of acquired
capability to engage in lethal self-harm (Mrnak-Meyer et al., 2011; Ribeiro et al.,
2014; Yamokoski et al., 2011).

Further, because no significant relationships between positive self-perception
and acquired capability to engage in lethal self-harm and negative affect and the
ability to engage in lethal self-harm were identified, conclusions about the use of
prior suicide attempt as a moderator cannot be drawn. The complex nature of
acquired capability for lethal self-harm and its relationship to other constructs such
as the meaning made of an attempt by attempter, painful and provocative
experiences, habituation to pain, and fearlessness about death suggest it be
measured in the most thoughtful way possible.
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